
AT0961 

Heavy duty upper control arm to 
increase  clearances and provide 
further allowance for steering 
geometry correction.   

Diff Drop Kit to correct drive shaft 
angles with raised suspension.  

AT1227 

AB0981 AB0072HD AB0914 

AT1228 

AX0367 

Adjustable panhard rod 
with rubber OE spec 
bushings to correct track 
with suspension lift.  

Heavy duty fixed length 
lower control arm for 
increased strength with 
OE spec rubber bush.   

HD upper control arm with 
offset bushings to provide 
clearance to factory fuel 
tank when using extended 
shock absorbers – one arm 
required. Finished in black 
e-coating.  

Extended greasable ball joint to 
assist with correcting camber and 
clearances on lifts upwards of 
60mm+.  

Heavy Duty, high articulation, 
greasable ball joint for superior 
longevity and suspension travel.  

SUSPENSION UPGRADES 



AX0455, AX0456, AX0457, AX0413, AX0458 

AX0660 

Coil strut spacers machined from 
billet 6061 alloy, available in 10, 
15, 20, 25 and 35mm. All 
finished in black anodizing.  

Bump stop space available in 
6mm.  

SUSPENSION UPGRADES 



AS0666 AS0667 

AX0356 AX0537, AX0561, AX0562 

AX0662 

Sway bar relocation plate, spaces D bush 15mm 
down and 25mm forward to correct sway bar 
operating angles. Finished in black anodizing. 

SWAY CONTROL 

RH Rear extended sway bar link, works in 
conjunction with AS0667 to realign sway 
bar resulting in increased suspension 
travel when longer travel shocks are 
fitted.  

LH Rear forged dropped sway bar linkage, works 
in conjunction with AS0666 to realign sway bar 
resulting in increased suspension travel when 
longer travel shocks are fitted (KDSS models).  

RECOVERY 

Rated aluminum recovery hitch with 
multiple mounting locations, available in 
GOLD, BLACK and RED colors. 

Rated recovery points 
supplied in pairs for front 
of vehicle.  



AT0823, AT0824 AR0290 

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
KB126 KB170 

KB233 KB232 

KB134 

RH & LH outer tie rod end Rack end for both RH & LH 

Rubber strut mount 
manufactured to OE spec with 
Zinc hardware.  

Control arm bushing for 
AB0981 

Adjustable panhard rod OE 
spec bushing for AT0961 

Trailing arm bushing for 
AT1228 

Trailing arm bushing for 
AT1227 


